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computed for each ramp using linear interpolation. In the
Specphan™, a channel 20 mm x 10 mm thick at 23o is used as a
hot target, providing a magnification factor of 2.3 times for slice
width measurement. A trigonometric conversion is then
performed, based on the known angle of the ramps, to yield the
slice width in millimeters. This measurement indicates the extent
of volume averaging, and can be used to optimize the slice widths
used for specific clinical acquisition and processing protocol.
Since these ramps are always used in opposing pairs, a phantom
offset (z-axis) can also be used to evaluate scan localizer's accuracy
or external patient alignment systems.
This pixel test section is used to verify the image pixel size and
evaluate the degree of non-linearity or geometric distortion. To
validate the pixel size, the phantom uses four hot calibration
holes that are 5mm in diameter and separated by 120mm
(169mm apart in the orthogonal direction). Based on the known
physical locations of these holes, the pixel dimensions can be
calculated for the x and y axes.

evaluation of spatial resolution. The correspondence to square
wave pattern is 2.5 lp/cm, 1.25 lp/cm, 0.83 lp/cm and 0.625 lp/
cm respectively.
Image Uniformity and Noise Section
This section, approximately 14cm in length and 20cm in
diameter, can be used to evaluate the image parameters for noise
(percentage of root mean square), artifacts, image uniformity,
and slice and volume sensitivity.
Low Contrast Inserts
Three low contrast inserts are threaded into the end of the
Specphan™ housing. The three inserts can be placed in a radial
pattern 63.5mm off the center axis or one can be placed in the
phantom's central axis. The inserts are comprised of three
sections, 10, 15 and 20mm in diameter and 40mm long. The
inserts are filled through a port at the threaded end. The inserts
can be used to simulate 'hot' or 'cold' lesions.
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This slice width/pixel size section contains 'hot' and 'cold'
resolution gauges (2mm, 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm) for visual

The Breathing Phantom

Dynamic Anatomical Respiring Humanoid Phantom with Incorporated Target Motion
APPLICATION: Image guidance and respiratory gated systems
calibrated to known motion.
The breathing phantom torso mannequin is a complex plastic
simulation of a humanoid torso including lungs, ribcage/chestwall bone, skin and sub-dermis, and an independently movable
tumor within one of the lung volumes. Under the programmed
application of increasing and decreasing air pressure, the phantom
lungs fill and empty of air to replicate humanoid lung function.
Chest movement of one cm and more can be programmed. As
the lungs expand and contract, the simulated ribcage bones also
move as does the anterior and antero-lateral skin surface. Under
the independent programmed application of air pressure to one
of several industry standard pneumatic motion actuators, target
motion within one lung is accomplished. The materials and
composition of the phantom are devised to be a faithful
simulation of the physical form of a human thorax and to the
radiological image properties. A CT shows a device that looks
similar to a human thorax.

Features
• Electro-pneumatic motion controller
• The Breathing Phantom thoracic mannequin
• Target fixtures for imaging and radiation dosimetry
• Individual thorax and target motions & rates: sin2, sin4, 1-sin4, 1-sin6, 5-20
breath/min

• Microsoft Windows (2000, XP, VISTA) hosted Phantom Control Software
• USB attached Control Hardware with 150 foot vault cabling
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